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Key:Â .Q: Keep a blob object after
an API call with serverless
framework I'm trying to make an
API call with the serverless
framework and I need to keep the
data received from the API call.
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I've been searching in the
internet and i still couldn't find
what is the best way to achieve
this. My steps have been to do: Running the API code - At the end
of the API call i've put: const
{data} = await fetch(` const
newobj = await data; // This will
create an object with the same
structure as the API call but after i
will remove the original API call
reference to be efficient - If i need
to store again in the S3, i will
send a POST request - This is the
code that i've in my lambda
function: const newobj = await
data; // store data received from
API call await s3.deleteObject({
Bucket: bucket, Key: bucketURL +
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local_dir + filename }).promise();
delete newobj; This is how the
object would look like, after the
first API call and before the
second API call: Is this the correct
approach? Thanks A: This is the
right approach. As the
documentation states: If you need
to store something in S3, you can
use this function to store the data
to S3: const s3 = new AWS.S3()
You can use the data that was
saved by this function in your
lambda function as follows: const
newobj = await data; Mortality
and implications for identifying
the first 6d1f23a050
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